CELEBRATING HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH

AUG. 23–SEP. 19
Pablo Cristi Paintings
University Art Gallery

SEP. 15–OCT. 15
Exhibition of bracero artifacts and local history
1st Floor of Kendal Hall

SEPTEMBER 13
Chico World Music Festival: Featuring Los Caballitos de la Canción

SEPTEMBER 16
Homing Instincts: Afro-Cuban Poetry by Nancy Morejón
4:30 PM–6:00 PM
BMU 210

SEPTEMBER 17
The Second Crossing: Viewing Elderly Braceros from the Past Through the Present
(film & discussion facilitated by Paul López, PhD)
3:30 PM–5:30 PM
Colusa Hall 100A

SEPTEMBER 18
Bienvenida
3:30 PM
Colusa Hall

SEPTEMBER 24
The Harvest of Shame: Putting the Migrant Experience in Historical Context
(film & discussion facilitated by Susan M. Green, PhD)
3:00 PM–5:00 PM
Colusa Hall 100A

OCTOBER 1
Conversations on Diversity & Inclusion:
Moving Beyond Stereotypes:
Profiles of Latina Achievement
(facilitated by Teresita Curiel)
Noon – 12:50 PM
BMU 210

OCTOBER 3
LEAD Conference: Dreaming Without Boundaries
9:00 AM – 3:00 PM
BMU Auditorium

OCTOBER 6
Who has the storytelling RIGHTS to the story being told about you?
(film & discussion facilitated by Arthur R. Sanchez, PhD)
3:00 PM–6:00 PM
BMU 210

SEPTEMBER 30
Cuba in the US: Intimate Struggles
(discussion facilitated by Sara E. Cooper, PhD)
3:00 PM–6:00 PM
BMU 210

OCTOBER 2
Mariachi High
(film & discussion)
3:00 PM–5:00 PM
Sylvester’s Cafe by the Creek

OCTOBER 15
Food & Culture: A Celebration of Family
(film & discussion facilitated by Antonio Arreguin-Bermudez, PhD)
2:00 PM–6:00 PM
Colusa Hall 100A

SEPTEMBER 17
Exhibition of bracero artifacts and local history
1st Floor of Kendal Hall